Preliminary report on the International Caving Expedition

LAOS 2016
International Caving Expedition LAOS 2016 was held in Khammouane province, Thakhek area,
central Laos and partially in Lak Sao, Bolikhamxay Province, on January 19 to February 10, 2016. It
attended nine cave explorers from seven countries led by Liviu Valenas, from Speleology Club "Z".

Participants
Liviu Valenas (Germany / Romania), Maliwan Valenas (Thailand), Camlex Comsaisana (Laos), Dr. Petar Kirilov
Beron (Bulgaria and President of the Bulgarian Federation of Speleology), Marjan Vilhar (Slovenia), Alfred
Uwe Walther (Germany), Volker Dorausch (Germany), Gerhard Osswald (Germany) and Christian Lüthi
(Switzerland). In the first part of the expedition, our team have met absolutely by chance, in the village of
Ban Na, with the French team of Jean-Francois Vacquié and Claude Mouret (the first cave explorer who has
done research in Laos, after the new political opening was done by the communist authorities in 1992). They
actually participated in five different days to explorations led by Liviu Valenas in the massif Pha Soung.

Khammouane province
In Thakhek area, the main objective was the massive Pha Soung, located at the south of the Nam
Don River, near the village Ban Na (22 km from the city Thakhek, the provincial capital), which was
at the beginning, the base of the expedition. Research has started in Tham Kai Nau (Nao) cave,
explored by the team of Club "Z" in January 2015 over a length of 2.019 m and +31 m level
difference. In the first phase, we managed climbing a tall slide of 25 m and slope of 70-90 degrees
and, as suspected, in the report published in 2015 ("Speomond" no. 18/2015, p. 36) reached a
gallery of great magnitude, which after 330 meters ended through one vertical negative step of 24
m, into a huge lake, long of 60 m and 45 m wide. A sailing with the pneumatic boat made by Marjan
Vilhar found no further galleries into this gigantic hall, just a skylight in wall overhanging at the
southern end of the hall, which could not be climbed. From this gallery, named Gallery of the Grand
Lake, Liviu Valenas discovered a labyrinthine system with extremely nice speleothems having a
development of 194 m, which did the junction with a new suspended entrance, being the
uppermost entrance of the cave. In Tham Khai Nau cave did mapping for another fossil labyrinth
from another new cave entrance, long of 91 m and, after Liviu Valenas swam the stagnant terminal
lakes to their end, it added another 65 m to the development of Tham Khai Nau cave, thus reaching
at 2,960 m (+53 m level difference).
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Massif Pha Soung, Khammouane, Thakhek area. Fragment of American military map of 1965.

Another team, composed of Christian Lüthi, Marjan Vilhar and Volker Dorausch, on two different
days, traveled to neighboring Tham Hay cave, explored by a French team in 2009 over a length of
1,827 m, having the purpose of the eventualjunction with Tham Khai Nau cave. The team found
several hundred meters of new side galleries, but no junction way with Tham Khai Nau cave.
After 5 days, the research was directed towards the southern of the great basin of Pha Soung,
named "Basin of the Boar", 900 m long and 700 m wide, with a flat bottom. It was spotted a cave
spring and was solitary explored on about 1 km by Liviu Valenas, who had to swim 40 m crossing
the entrance lake. Immediately was clear that it hides a large underground network and also a new
water downstream coming from Tham Khai Nau cave. Research has focused lately, mainly only on
this great cavity. Firstly, Christian Lüthi (team of Liviu Valenas) reached, on the stagnant river, in
January 2016, a terminus sump lake, most likely corresponding to the siphon of the Great Lake in
Tham Khai Nau cave. Later, while exploring the great labyrinth system that started immediately
after the entrance to Tham Khuan Muh cave, were also rallied five new accesses to the cliff that
borders the north of the "Basin of the Boar", arranged on a straight distance of over 500 m.
In the last part of the expedition in Tham Khuan Muh cave, the research has been intensified
especially by a team of Liviu Valenas and Camlex Comsaisana. A new fossil gallery after a pitted path
of nearly 1 km, allowed, on 6 February 2016, by forcing a down passage with a powerful stream of
air, to come inside Tham Hay cave, where from the team get out through the entrance No. 5 of
Tham Hay cave, thus managing in premiere the full crossing of the massive PhaSoung from SV to
NE! The next day, on February 7, 2016 the same team of Liviu Valenas and Camlex Comsaisana
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discovered in the northern sector of Tham Khun Mu cave, a new gallery of great proportions, with
beautiful speleothems, which get in the Great Lake of Tham Khai Nau cave, thus succeeding the
junction with this last cave and from this moment, being in the massive Pha Soung, one big and
complete underground system, roughly long of 15 km and did mapping up today on 11,240 m length
and +53 m level difference.

The Great Lake of Tham Khuan Muh cave, where from on February 7, 2016, it did the complete junction with
Tham Khai Nau (Nao) cave.

In parallel with the explorations in Pha Soung system (Tham Khai Nau, Tham Hay, and Tham Khuan
Muh caves) were discovered in the same massive further 12 cavities, mostly small caves, with
lengths up to 15-100 m, but with few exceptions. First is a huge natural tunnel, with several gigantic
entrances, which provides an easy access between the Terrace No. 1 of the Nam Don River and the
Basin of the Boar. Its mapping was done by a team of Claude Mouret and Jean-Francois Vacquié in
two days, on 600 m, but unfortunately, the mapping is not ended. This large tunnel cannot have any
connection with Pha Soung system. A link seems to exist for a labyrinthic cave, explored by a team
of Alfred Uwe Walther and Volker Dorausch on a few hundred meters, a cavity with a potential of
1 km, which is located at only 70 m far of the entrance No. 5 of the Tham Khuan Muh cave. Another
promising cave is a big cave entrance discovered at 30 m high above in the cliff which houses Tham
Khai Nau cave and situated about 300 m NW from the end of this cave. Finally, it has identified a
seasonal lake (only in dry season) near Nam Don River, which is nothing but the upstream
penetration of water into the entire system of Pha Soung!
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Pha Soung system represents the loss in the underground of the water flow of the Nam Don River
in the rainy season. In the underground, at high water flow rates, it creates a big splitting of water
flow, part of the flow comes to the surface through entrance No. 1 of Tham Khai Nau cave and join
back the Nam Don River. The other part of the water flow is moving to the south toward the
downstream entrance of Tham Khuan Muh cave and completely flood the big karstic Basin of the
Boar. Pha Soung system has 26 entrances so far and is only a matter of time before to add more
system entrances.

Massif Pha Soung, Khammouane, Thakhek area, 3 D.

Note that in Tham Khai Nau cave has been discovered a new paleontological deposit with petrified
fossils, which later was certified by the geologist Claude Mouret.

Bolikhamxay province
In this province, head of the expedition decided to perform only prospecting for caves within a
limited period of time. The objective of the expedition was the massive Pha Hong located in the
northwest of Lak Sao town near the border with Vietnam. Research has been conducted mainly by
Christian Lüthi and Marjan Vilhar team. They managed two spectacular ascensions (from the NE
side of the mountain) to the high plateau with alpine character, climbing a level difference of near
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900 m! It was climbed inclusively the highest peak of the mountain, of 1413 m. Discoveries of major
caves have lacked, being found only a few small caves, up to 30 m length, otherwise, a plateau with
giant sinkholes, in an area completely forested. In the last day of the expedition in Lak Sao same
team climbed a wall of 320 meters, in difficult conditions, to reach a major portal. It reached only
one cave about 50 m long, inside which was discovered a small recent Buddhist temple; how the
Buddhist monks did climb up here, remain a mystery! Remarkable is that ascension, part in an
artificial manner and the descending of the wall of 300 m, lasted nine and a half hours! Finally, the
team of LiviuValenas and Petar Beron has explored again to the end the Tham Mongham spring
cave, not finding any continuation compared to previous explorations (mapping of the cavity was
made in the past by Claude Mouret). They performed only complete photographic documentation
and bio-speleological research.

Massif Pha Hong. In top right-hand is the Temple Cave, explored by a team of Christian Lüthi and Marjan
Vilhar, after a tough climbing of 320 m.

The massif has been completely ignored by all foreign expeditions, until 1998, when a club of cavedivers (André Espinasse, who unfortunately died in 2014, with Denis Sablé, Franck Auber and Franck
Bréhier) from France performed the first exploration in Tham Khai Nau cave. They dived all the
siphons and managed for the first time the junction between this cave and the downstream
entrance of Tham Khuan Muh cave- a real technical performance. They did mapping only on 1,200
m, without a clear idea of the huge potential of the cavity. We have no information where could
find that map of 1.2 km of Tham Khai Nau cave. Unfortunately, the French team has just published
a fanciful description of the cavity, they located the cave completely in another location and the
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downstream entrance of Tham Khai Nau cave has been described as an upstream entrance (?!), all
of these making the cave be unrecognizable and unidentifiable. In 2009, another French team
(Manuel Gondras and Bernard Faure) did explorations and mapping of 1,827 m in the neighboring
cave, Tham Hay, but did not discover the new passage surpassed on 6 February 2016 by Liviu
Valenas and Camlex Comsaisana, through it comes in Tham Khuan Muh cave. In addition, the French
map of 2009, correct as distances and orientations, was made in a manner very simplistic, without
any real attention to the morphology of the cave being ignored almost all side galleries, loops, and
a number of entrances.
It is obvious that this alpine massif Pha Hong (35 km long and 4.7 km maximum width), riddled by
numerous sinkholes, mega-sinkholes and closed basins, hides a huge underground karstic system,
probably even more, and here it can easily beat the top record for extended elevation of Laos, being
potential of about 800 m. More important springs at the base of this massif clearly demonstrate the
existence of a subterranean karst in Pha Hong. Unfortunately, the area is forested by 90%, the paths
are extremely rare and the ascension on the plateau lasts minimum 4-5 hours. It is obvious that any
future speleological expedition has to install a base camp in the middle of the plateau, being a big
logistical operation, considering that there is no water source in the high area.

Massif Pha Hong, Bolikhamxay, Lak Sao area. Fragment of American military map of 1965.
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Conclusion
Considering the relatively few time available for explorations in the massif Pha Soung, the
heterogeneity of cave explorer teams (participants met each other for the first time only in
Bangkok), the different motivations of participants, the relatively low-budget had at our disposal,
the results achieved in the massive Pha Soung can be considered sensational- it was explored one
of the largest systems of Laos and perhaps from Asia and the explorations can be considered just
only at beginning. Finally, cannot be ignored the fact that for the first time in the history of caving
in Laos, were done the first caving prospects in the alpine plateau of the massif Pha Hong in
Bolikhamxay province. Last but not least, the expedition had the presence of the reputable biospeleologist Dr. Petar Beron, who conducted the first research in the field and the explored caves,
collecting cave fauna, currently studied by a multidisciplinary team of specialists in Bulgaria.
As positive facts may be mentioned that the expedition has not recorded any accident and no
medical issues. Finally, relations with the local authorities and villagers of Ban Na were very good
to excellent.
LIVIU VALENAS

ANNEX
History of explorations in the massif Pha Song, Khammouane Province
The massif has been completely ignored by all foreign expeditions, until 1998, when a club of cavedivers (André Espinasse, who unfortunately died in 2014, with Denis Sablé, Franck Auber and Franck
Bréhier) from France performed the first exploration in Tham Khai Nau cave. They dived all the
siphons and managed for the first time the junction between this cave and the downstream
entrance of Tham Khuan Muh cave- a real technical performance. They did mapping only on 1,200
m, without a clear idea of the huge potential of the cavity. We have no information where could
find that map of 1.2 km of Tham Khai Nau cave. Unfortunately, the French team has just published
a fanciful description of the cavity, they located the cave completely in another location and the
downstream entrance of Tham Khai Nau cave has been described as an upstream entrance (?!), all
of these making the cave be unrecognizable and unidentifiable. In 2009, another French team
(Manuel Gondras and Bernard Faure) did explorations and mapping of 1,827 m in the neighboring
cave, Tham Hay, but did not discover the new passage surpassed on 6 February 2016 by Liviu
Valenas and Camlex Comsaisana, through it comes in Tham Khuan Muh cave. In addition, the French
map of 2009, correct as distances and orientations, was made in a manner very simplistic, without
any real attention to the morphology of the cave being ignored almost all side galleries, loops, and
a number of entrances.
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In 2010 Liviu Valenas, Maliwan Valenas and Camlex Comisana found again Tham Khai Nau cave,
over which had settled the oblivion for 12 years and decided to resume its exploration. In the first
phase, in January 2015, the same team succeeded the exploration and mapping of 2,019 m.
Finally, in January-February 2016, the same team of 2010-2015, to which were added Dr. Petar
Kirilov Beron (Bulgaria and President of the Bulgarian Speleology Federation), Marjan Vilhar
(Slovenia), Alfred Uwe Walther (Germany) Volker Dorausch (Germany), Gerhard Osswald
(Germany), Christian Lüthi (Switzerland) and partially Claude Mouret and Jean-Francois Vacquié
(both from France) was able, through successive junctions (this time exclusively through fossil
galleries, which shortcut all siphons) to unite together all three above mentioned caves, explore
about 15 km (most galleries were discovered on this occasion) and do the cartography of system in
progress up today on 11,240 m lengthand +53 m level difference.
Photo: Liviu Valenas, 2016. Camera: Nikon D 5200. Camera lens: Tamron, 18-270 mm. Camera
flashes: Metz 58 AF-2 digital and Metz 64 AF-1 digital. Remote control: Kaiser MultiTrig AS 5.1. All
rights reserved
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